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Workdays @ The Barn

Our regular workdays are fortnightly on Sundays
from 10am until 4.30pm. Check the calendar on
the back cover for dates. Also listed at http://www.
abavic.org.au

VISITORS’
CENTRE
& CAFE

The Committee will open The Barn at other mutually convenient times; please call the Secretary to arrange a time.

PRESIDENT
Nick Hackett:
0401 515 193
VICE PRESIDENT
Phil Pyros:
0403 664 108
SECRETARY
Ash Naylor: thesec@abavic.org.au
TREASURER
Alice Garret:

0431 171 077

GENERAL COMMITTEE
Amanda Gibson:
Steve Nicoll:
Paul Cockyane
Dan Brady

0431 795 099
0418 513 673
03 8307 0253

SOUTH
GATE

The Committee usually meets every second month at
The Barn on a Sunday workday at 11am. Members are
most welcome to attend and, if invited, may participate.

The Drift accepts advertising deemed by the Committee to be of interest to members.
Advertising rates are: $20 1/4 page $35 1/2 page $60 full page $75 3/4 back cover
Contact Nick Hackett, Treasurer to book space and organise payment: (03) 9484 4466
Deadline for next issue: 1/1/2014

YR

D.

BUNDOORA
PARK

CITY

Purposes & Objectives of the ABA (Vic) Inc.
To promote, preserve and develop the craftsmanship,
design aspects and techniques of all the various disciplines
of blacksmithing to the highest standard possible.
To provide a means of communication between mature
people with an interest in the craft of blacksmithing,
for the exchange of ideas, experience, techniques and
information for their mutual benefit, by the publication
of a regular newsletter.
To encourage a greater awareness of and interest in the
application of the skills of blacksmithing among architects,
interior designers, art/craft groups, and the general public
and to provide links between blacksmiths and potential
customers by means of exhibitions, demonstrations and
publications.
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THE BARN

NT

PATRON
Keith Towe

Committee Meetings

COOPER’S
SETTLEMENT

PLE

COMMITTEE MEMBERS

The Barn is part of
The Cooper’s Settlement,
Bundoora Park, Plenty
Road, Bundoora.
Melways reference:
Map 19, F4

To promote, and actively provide opportunities for
training in all the various aspects of blacksmithing by
means of demonstrations, displays, lectures, and special
tuition sessions.
To act as the representative body of the interests o f Australian
blacksmiths, locally, nationally and internationally.
To undertake community service, providing always that
these services are within the comfortable limits of the
time, talents and costs that the Association and individual
members can afford.
To encourage communication and goodwill among
blacksmiths everywhere.

Editorial

by Doug Tarrant

Here we go again! Old members will remember this editor from way back in issue 57. That was
May 2004 and a lot of water has passed under the bridge since then. Unfortunately I made the
mistake of flitting through Issue 57 before I began this report. It seemed I was very much glad
I was not going to do another Drift. Most of the articles were about providing members with
something to read regarding our craft. There was some heat treatment advice, some advice on
drawing scrolls, even the sheet music to a Blacksmiths tune but there was hardly any news. This
is, afterall our newsletter. I remember struggling to fill the Drift and get it to a respectable 16
pages at least, hopefully 20 but more often than not a measly 12. To even get twelve pages required gentle requests, some pleading for articles and at times straight out bullying for copy. I'm
not going down that path this time.
The Drift shouldn’t be filled with reference text for your blacksmithing pleasure, it is our newsletter so I'll be publishing the news as it relates to ABA(V) and even then I will only be publishing
news that arrives in the editor's in-box. What is your news? What have you been up to. What
have you been doing that may be of interest to your fellow members. I may make the odd request
for stuff but generally will not be taking a proactive approach. If you are missing out on what
you consider to be vital information then be it on your head to make sure such news gets to the
IMAGE
in tray. If you are lamenting the lack of informative stuff like which end of the hammer to hold COVER
Stainless leaves and gumnuts
onto or what's the difference between Martensitic, Ferritic or Austenitic stainless steels you are forged by Henk Welten as a
sprig now securely attached to
probably not the only one. Why not do the research yourself and submit your own article for the a larger branch
benefit of all. Frankly, I haven't got the time nor the inclination, nor do I it see as the Editors
responsibility. There is enough to do with out being creative as well.
Publishing just the news plus what ever else turns up will mean some issues will struggle to reach
four pages. So be it. The Drift is not my magazine, it is yours so please do your bit to make it an
interesting read for all.
To ease editiorial and layout burdens, it is requested that any copy be sent in an editable text
format and any associated images be submitted (preferably in .jpg or .tiff formats) as separate
numbered files (appropriately referenced from within the submitted text). Images should be
no less than 300dpi. It is also requested that members check and ensure that the total size of
any articles or images attached to an email is below 5MB and to separate large submissions into
multiple emails. Deadline dates for the submission of articles to the Editor are presented below:
1 October
1 January (FOR ISSUE 92)
1 April
1 July
Regarding this issue may I thank those that have submitted copy for inclusion. I would especially
like to thank Amanda Gibson for her able assistance in getting me started with the publishing
package.
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President’s Report

Nick Hackett

On that note I’d like to thank
Andrew Mobilia and Greg George
for their efforts in putting the Drift
together for the last two years.
The major issue for the Association
at the moment is The Tree Project
coming to a successful conclusion.
The official unveiling to the public
will take place at the Whittlesea
show grounds on 30th November.
Congratulations
to
Amanda
Gibson and the team of dedicated
volunteers. I anticipate a collective
sigh of relief from ABA(Vic).
A focus for the Association this
year and into the future will be
relationships with the community.

A first task of a new President is
to thank the outgoing President,
Doug Tarrant for his service. Doug
offered much experience, wisdom
and guidance to the committee,
particularly in this past year.
Doug was serving his second term
as President and I’m not sure if
we’ll see a third term in the near
future as sometimes taking on this
role is like being handed a grenade.
Doug has by no means taken a
back seat in the association. He
has taken on the role of Drift and
website Editor. Arguably roles
more demanding than chairing
committee meetings and answering
emails.
His task could be lightened
somewhat
with
regular
contributions of copy and pictures
from the membership prior to
the deadlines. After all, it is not
an editor’s job to provide all the
articles.
04

A report prepared by Bundoora
Park Management into the future
plans for the park highlighted a
wish that ABA(Vic) would engage
more with the public and bring
a contemporary relevance of
blacksmithing to the community
at large.
The committee has established
a new portfolio for community
relations and all committee
members are responsible for
looking out for opportunities for
community engagement.
Recently I have been involved
in a small project with Darebin
Council which involved placing
small forged items into a park in
Preston. Members of the public
were invited to view the forging at
the Barn.
These type of projects will help
bring us closer to our proposed
new forge facility at Bundoora
Park.
I’d like to welcome all our new

members to the Association. I
don’t yet know all the names and
actual numbers but hopefully
most of you will become long
term members and enjoy learning
the craft and contributing to the
Association. To assist the transition
of new members, the committee
has appointed Alice Garrett as
Induction Officer supported by
Dan Brady. Alice and Dan will
bring new members up to speed
on OHS protocols at the Barn
and the basics of getting started
in blacksmithing. It is important
that Alice and Dan be allowed
to perform their role without
interference from well meaning
members. Beginners will have
ample opportunity to experience
information overload in the future.
After a long period of informality
in the running of the forge on
work days, the committee has
re-established a roster of Forge
Masters. Roster on page ?
Currently we have only committee
members on the roster but anyone
wishing to assist by nominating to
take on Forge Master duties would
be most welcome and should
contact the Secretary, Ash Naylor.
Aside from Forge Masters, the
committee would like as many
members as possible to become
involved when working bees are
organised. Look for notifications
in the e-newsletter.
See you all at the Christmas BBQ

The Tree...Almost Done

by Amanda Gibson

After nearly five years, the Tree with its 3,500 leaves is nearing completion. Beginning
in 2009 with ABA(Vic) members forging individual leaves at events in and around the
areas hit by the Black Saturday fires, the Tree has grown to include leaves from our
blacksmithing friends in over 20 countries.

Volunteer welder Andrew Greive with some of the finished tree branches

It also includes hundreds of stainless
steel branch segments forged at the Barn
in 2009, twelve heavy branches forged
under the Bradley hammer and the 2
tonne trunk forged at Overall Forge in
Albury last year. From the intricate to
the industrial, the Tree is an amazing
feat of forging.
Welding the Tree together has almost
been completed. All the individual
leaves have been welded over the last
few months by our dedicated team of
TIG welders, some of whom are also
ABA(Vic) members.

Our very delicate leaves have had stems
and twigs fashioned from copper by
Andrew, our hardworking jeweller, so
they can be attached to branches. Apart
from a small handful of leaves which
were found to be regular steel, (and will
be polished and donated to the Black
Saturday Museum,) every leaf we have
received has been included.
The great welders at Alustain are
volunteering their time to weld the
heavy branches together and weld those
to the trunk. This will be completed over
October/November.

The completed Tree will be on
display, (on the back of a low
loader,) to the public on Saturday
30 November 2013 at Whittlesea Showgrounds from 1pm to
4pm. All ABA(Vic) members are
warmly invited to attend, this is
your event!
Local musicians will be performing and
local community groups will be selling coffee and food. We are expecting
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Father & Son welding team, Shane & Thomas

Spencer, collecting data
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Open Day

Rachel & Peter welding

Probably the most difficult subject to photograph!

Leaves and branches in the sorting room

A bracnch laid out prior to welding

A branch in progress
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Bruce and Jim stamping branches

Roland gives the TIG a rest and tries the stamps

More branches
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Bill Buntings family visit the factory

Frances inspecting great grandfather Bill Bunting’s leaves

And yet more branches

Andrew the jeweller

Roland mastering tig welding

around 2000 people to attend. Since this
is an event all about blacksmiths, and
the community would love to see your
work, we encourage all of you to come
and forge on the day. Although we won’t
be allowing commercial stalls, you are
welcome to have some of your pieces for
sale. Anyone who has large sculptural
pieces they would like to display, let us
know so we can arrange space for you.
Please contact Cliff Overton on 0458 588
893 (Fridays are the best day to catch
him,) for more information on the event.
The Tree will be installed in Strathewen

Anna, Lee & Lyn; A Ladies Night of welding

Alustain planning heavy welding

some time after the launch event in
Whittlesea. We are expecting to have
a date for installation shortly, once
our planning application is approved
by Council. In respect to the local
community in Strathewen, we will be
allowing them to decide if and how the
installation is commemorated.
It’s been an industrious place behind
the scenes. The St Andrews Mens Shed,
the Banyule Conservation Volunteers
and local people have helped get our
assembly factory in Whittlesea up and
running, building welding benches,

curtain frames and branch stands. We’ve
managed to procure chairs, benches
and a kitchen sink, borrow tables from
the Whittlesea Agricultural Society and
we even had the Whittlesea Shire street
sweeper in to clean the factory floor
before our public open day. We’ve been
lucky to have a small team of young Event
Managers from Plenty Valley Christian
College plan and run our Open Day in
September. Three hundred people came
to see the branches and meet the welders
that day, many of whom had high praise
for the work of the blacksmiths and
welders.
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JD asjusting branches

We’ve run night welding classes for
people wanting to learn to TIG weld, our
women’s class are particularly noteworthy
for their dedication and enthusiasm for
the project. Our Steering Committee has
been hard at work preparing reports for
Council and planning the launch event.
We’re also working on a comprehensive
database that tracks the location of
every leaf that we can identify. We are
grateful for continuous support from
the RCL Group and Sinclair Knight
Merz Engineering and for support from
Arts Victoria, Regional Arts Victoria,
the Foundation for Rural and Regional
Renewal, Whittlesea Shire Council
and Nillumbik Shire Council. Thanks
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also to GDM Contructions for the very
cool factory space, Victorian Welding
Supplies, Gameco, Qantas and the
Australian Licenced Aircraft Engineers
Association for welding machines and
accessories.
Our landscape plan has been drawn up
by the great people at AECOM and we’re
very pleased to announce the recent
support of Encouraging Women in
Horticulture and Stringybark Nursery
who have contributed to the landscape
design and will be organising the
propagation and planting of indigenous
plants for the Tree site.

Thanks to all who have forged
leaves and branches for what is
becoming a significant memorial.
As well as representing renewal
and hope for the communities
affected by the terrible fires of
2009, the Tree is a testament to
the worldwide fraternity of blacksmiths and their dedication to
their craft .

From the Patron
Another year has passed far too
quickly. I hope the new members
to our Association have enjoyed
learning some new skills, and that
our old hands have been meeting
the challenges they set themselves
during the year. A big thank you to
Andrew Mobilia and Greg George
for keeping our Newsletter, The
Drift, in circulation during the
past 3 years, thanks guys.
Doug Tarrant having recently
stepped down from the committee
and the position of President, has
taken over the task of looking after
both The Drift, and the Website, so
please help him with some articles,
photos, interesting snippets of
information and ideas etc, so that
we can provide the members and
web watchers with interesting
issues in both areas.
If you spend time at the Barn, ask
Phil Pyros to show you some of
the Newsletters from the NSW, SA

by Keith Towe

and WA groups and see if you can
provide articles to match their fine
publications.
I had not visited the workshop
where the branches of the Tree
Project are now being prepared,
so when Doug Hughes offered to
drive me to Whittlesea on 21st
September, I took up his offer and
had a great day.
Amanda and her team had set up
a very good display of some of the
finished branches large, and small,
A video projected onto one of the
walls showed various stages of the
project. Also displayed were the
many newspaper and magazine
publications showing the broad
interest in the project. I guess
there were several hundred visitors
during the day and there was plenty
of action going on. The team
had engaged a Band to entertain
us with music more suited to us
older generation, a Clown for the

young ones, a Sausage Sizzle, a
Coffee Truck etc. The Association
members also set up a number
of forges under a canopy where
Doug Tarrant, Greg George, Dan
Brady, Phil Pyros and Roland
Dannenhauer belted hot metal.
While Doug Tarrant’s back was
turned, Doug Hughes and I stole
his forge to make quite a few
Leaf Keyrings which we sold to
eager visitors, and raised quite a
bit of cash towards the Projects
expenses. Do make an effort to
attend the BIG EVENT on the
30th November at the Whittlesea
Showgrounds for the presentation
of the finished tree before it is
transported to Strathewan for
erection. It would be great to meet
up with some of our members
there, who have trouble getting to
the Barn.

BOC
GASES
The AUSTRALIAN
BLACKSMITHS
ASSOCIATION (VIC) INC., would like to
acknowledge the continued support of
BOC GASES in supplying our workshop
oxy and acetylene gases.
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Blacksmith Doris

by Mary hackett

Beka Hannah demonstrating Don Marshall techniques

It has been four years since
Blacksmith Doris held their first
meeting at Blueprint Sculpture.
The barn meetings which are still
held on the first Saturday every two
months have become a place
where regular members hone their
skills. The meetings away from the
Barn, however, have become an
outreach to women from various
communities and prove to be very
popular. The last non-barn day
saw sixteen women participating.
The Doris’ were pleased and
honored to find that the Australian
Blacksmiths Association (Victoria)
committee had donated an
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Australian Defence Force issue
portable hand-cranked forge. We
thank them very much. At the last
away Doris’ Beka Hannah
demonstrated techniques that she
had been shown by Don Marshall.
At the time she was using that
forge and I believe that she really
enjoyed both teaching and using
our new forge. In July the women
of Blacksmith Doris invited Doug
Tarrant and Steve Nicoll to
demonstrate chain making at an
away meeting. We thank them
very much. The women of Doris
learnt a great deal.

Blacksmith Doris will be meeting at the Barn on the following
days:
5 October, 2013
7 December, 2013
1 February, 2014
5 April, 2014
7 June, 2014
2 August, 2014
4 October, 2014
Doris would like to thank
the members of ABA Vic for
remembering that these days
are women only days (apart from
on invitation).

Association Notices
COKE
ABA(Vic) was informed some
months ago that our source
of cheap coke was no longer
available. We must now purchase
coke from Illawarra Coke Works
in Corrimal. We’ve been quoted
$500 per tonne plus delivery costs.
Inevitably the cost of forging at
the Barn will need to be increased
as will the price of bags of coke to
members.
At present we have enough coke to
see us well into next year but soon
we will run out.
Consequently we cannot on sell
coke to members right now.
The current storage site can only
take deliveries of 10 tonnes due to
access limitations.
As it is more economically viable
to purchase 20 tonne lots, we
require a new storage site for the
longer term.

While the committee is
exploring options, any input
from the membership would
be welcome.
DEMONSTRATORS
We are endeavouring to compile
a list of members who would be
prepared to attend away events
under their own auspices for a fee,
naturally. Once we establish no one
is interested from the membership
we would contact a person on the
list and leave everything in their
hands. Insurance, equipment,
transport, etc would be the

attendee’s responsibility as would
be the spending of any profit. The
ABA(Vic) effectively would wipe
their hands of the matter except to
bid the eventual attendee the best
of luck. Currently there is no one
on the list.

Should you wish to be added
to the list please contact the
Event Coordinator
TRAINING
The training system at ABA(Vic)
has been altered in the past few
years.
Having instructed on a number of
Basic courses, it became apparent
that some new members struggled
with the skill level required to complete exercises within a reasonable
time frame. Having tried beginners courses with limited success,
I consulted with Keith Towe, Don
Marshall, Steve Nicoll and Doug
Tarrant and implemented a program of self paced learning.
New members who attend the
Barn regularly are given a series
of exercises to complete and have
signed off by more senior, experienced blacksmiths.
When the exercises are complete,
members become eligible to do
the Hand forging/ toolmaking
program which replaces the old
Basic course.
Our first group - Alice, Dan, Corrie
and Serge completed this training
earlier this year and went straight
onto a power hammer course. The
consensus among the instructors
was that it was the most successful
training program conducted for

quite some time.
Everyone completed every task to
a good competency and not one
burnt piece to be seen.
A revised Wrought Iron course will
take place with the same group as
soon as dates can be agreed.
The new training regime is;
1. Induction
2. Self paced learning exercises
3. Hand forging/ Toolmaking
4. Power hammer
5. Wrought iron
6. Specialized courses when instructors and participants agree
participation

TITLE
Story

TITLE
Story

TITLE
Story
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EVENTS

by Dan Brady

I have only two demonstrations to report about since Echuca in June, both
were Tree Project related and out in Whittlesea.

Keith Towe , Dan Brady, Greg George and Roland Dananher show this young lad how it’s done

The first was the Into The Light
lantern parade on the 15th of
September at the Whittlesea
showgrounds. A family friendly
community event that started
after the Black Saturday fires.
This year the organisers decided
on a gumleaf theme, many of the
children making lanterns for the
event decorated them with gumleaf
motifs. The organisers had asked
for branches of the Blacksmiths’
Tree to be on display and for some
blacksmiths to forge. Rick, Doug,
Roland, JD, Amanda and myself
arrived at about 3pm and for a
few hours put on a demonstration
for some enthusiastic locals and a
14

crowd of children.
Six days later and we were back in
Whittlesea only this time we were
at the factory across the road from
the showgrounds where the Tree is
being assembled. An open day had
been organised by a group of Year
12 Event Management students
from Plenty Valley Christian
College so that people could see
the progress of the Tree thus far, be
entertained by a band, help out by
eating a sausage from the fundraiser
BBQ and witness a demonstration
by Phil, Greg, Keith, Doug Hughes
and Doug Tarrant, Roland and a
few others on how the leaves and

branches were forged by ABA(V)
members and blacksmiths from
all over the world. They got a
great response, approximately
three hundred people turned up
to watch the blacksmiths and to
look around the factory and see the
excellent work that has been done
already and the preparations for
the completion of the tree.
Upcoming Events:
Hamilton Outdoor Adventure Fair
5th and 6th October (will be over
by the time you read this)
End of year breakup at the Barn
Sunday 8th December

Some Practical Tips and Ideas

SURFACE FINISHES
Reprinted from ISSUE 45 DECEMBER 2000

Comment and practical tips distilled from my trawlings on the
internet.
Surface colouring, paternation, induced rust, or whatever you like
to call it. We have made mention
of this technique(?) before, and it
seems that it can be about as long
and involved as you like to make it.
I have been watching this subject
coming up in various News and
Discussion Groups and thought
that the area may be worth a quick
visit again.
To this end, I have selected a few
examples which you may find of
interest for inclusion in your armory of techniques. Assuming of
course that you have not already
used them before, in which case
then, perhaps you could comment
on your experience with their use?
Deciding on the use of a “suitable surface finish” often causes a
great deal of angst and indecision.
What is the best method for a part
intended to spend its life indoors,
likewise if it’s out-doors? Do I
paint it and loose the interest of
the unique natural surface luster
ofworked iron? If paint is perhaps
the best option for outside, under
conditions where corrosion will affect the life of your creation, how
best to go about it?
To help (or perhaps fog-up) your
evaluation of what and how to go
about this important task, I would
like to share with you a few extracts
from various discussions which
you may like to think about.

Extracted from a report of a public demonstration by a prominent
American Artist-Blacksmith by the
name of Brad Silberberg;

“One feature which stirred much
interest was the Silberberg Sal
Ammoniac Finish, which is
achieved by shot-peening the scale
offthe piece and soaking it in sal
ammoniac (ammonium chloride)
for a couple of days, which
causes the formation of a smooth
mahogany rust. The piece can then
be oiled, waxed or lacquered”.
The book ‘New Edge of The
Anvil” by Jack Andrews -a copy
resides in the library at the Barnoffers a variety of comment (and
recipes) on the subject under
the heading of, Corrosion and
Protecting Metals, from page ‘ I
9 through to The points covering
the safety of using acids - are well
worth reading. From his recipe for
an Oiliwax finish on page 121. 1
quote a small extract:
...It is even better to use a
combination of boiled linseed oil
and Beeswax for most projects. To
a pint of boiled linseed oil that has
been thinned with % pint paint
thinner, heat slowly while adding
3-4 cubic inch lumps of Beeswax.
Stir until it melts. .... To use, heat
part, but not so hot that it can’t be
held, and apply the mixture. Allow
to cool, and then rub with a cloth.
...To create a finish with an aged
quality, coat the part with boiled
linseed oil. Then hold the piece
over the fire so that the linseed
oil will carburize slightly, or if the
parts are small, bake them in an
oven at 350degrees F.

by Don Gathercole
...When using linseed oil it is best
to use boiled rather than raw oil.
Jack Andrew’s suggestions are
echoed with a slight modification
via a News Group post from an
Ernie Leimkuhler;
...I personally have good luck with
the Linseed oil/Beeswax mix. but 1
also added some Bullseye Shellac
(about 1/2cup) to the mix which
gives it a little better outdoor
endurance.
....I don’t recommend flashing
of the coating indoors, since it
produces some rather noxious
smoke.
...1 pint of Boiled Linseed oil, I
cup of paint thinner, 3 cubic inches
of Beeswax, 1/2 cup of Bullseye
Shellac (white shellac).
...To use, heat part until oil drops
smoke on it, brush the mix on,
then the part with a low flame
until it stops smoking. This yields
an amazing enamel coating.
...Do this outdoors, and use
natural bristle brushes (you will
need, I have used this mix for the
past decade and parts have yet to
rust.
Another ‘post’ in response to the
above, suggested the use of a higher
temperature resistant oil to reduce
smoking, such as Peanut (claims it
doesn’t smoke in the pan).
Should you have any comments
on your own mixes, or experience
in their use you would like to
share, then please send them in to
the Editor for inclusion in future
editions of “The Drift”.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
SUN

10
NOV
SUN

24
NOV
SAT

30
NOV
SUN

08
DEC
SUN

02
FEB
SUN

16
FEB
SUN

02
MAR
SUN

16
MAR
SUN

30
MAR
SUN

13
APR

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

TREE PROJECT
1pm– 4.30pm
Whittlesea Showgrounds

Your Committee for 2013-14
Back Row L to R Amanda Gibson (Tree Project), Nick Hackett (Prez), Dan Brady (Events), Ash Naylor (Sec)
Front Row L to R; Alice Garret (Treas), Phil Pyros (Library), Steve Nicol (Barn & Park), Paul Cockyane

Christmas Breakup BBQ
11am– 4.30pm
FOR SALE

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

HEAT TREATMENT QUENCH OIL

HIGH FLASH POINT OIL SUITABLE FOR HEAT TREATMENT
THE NEXT BEST THING TO THE REAL THING: AVAILABLE NOW AT THE BARN

50
c
per litre

BYO container

Large Anvil for Sale:
A 3cwt Anvil,
Sizes 930mm long x 115mm wide face, x 380 high
Condition – good, a few minor corner chips. Painted Yellow
Appears to be Cast, has a 3cwt sign cast into the front
Price: $1000- pick up only from Vermont. Victoria
Phone to inspect

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

Barn Work Day
10Wam– 4.30pm

TOYOTA AXLE MATERIAL FOR SALE @ THE BARN $5ea
33mm diameter, 600mm long, flange removed

NEXT DEADLINE FOR DRIFT ARTICLES:
1st January 2014 for Issue 92

